PRODUCT BULLETIN
LEAD SUBSTITUTE
Nulon Lead Substitute (LS) makes unleaded petrol
(ULP) safe for use in all vehicles that were designed
to operate on leaded petrol (pre 1986). LS uses the
latest and safest technology to provide unsurpassed
valve and valve seat protection. Nulon LS can also be
used in unleaded vehicles where additional upper
cylinder lubrication is required. LS is safe to use in all
brands of ULP and PULP. In engines with cast iron
cylinder heads for an indefinite period of time to avoid
costly cylinder head modifications.
Nulon Lead
Substitute has been tested to, and passed, the
stringent and demanding requirements of Australian
Standard AS4430.1-1996 “Engines designed for
leaded petrol to operate on unleaded petrol”. Nulon
LS also provides upper cylinder lubrication.

into the fuel system of their
beloved old car.

There are numerous products on the market that
claim to provide protection that will allow engines
designed to run on leaded petrol, to run on unleaded
petrol. The above Australian Standard is to protect
consumers. So, beware of any similar product that
has not been test to, and passed the requirements of
the standard.

Tested (Results on file)

As we all know, lead has been removed from our
petrol. For an interim period Lead Replacement
Petrol (LRP) will be available. LRP is simply Premium
Unleaded Petrol (PULP) to which a chemical additive
is added. The purpose of the additive is to provide
valve seat protection. There are two major issues to
consider when evaluating LRP,
1) Does LRP provide adequate protection?
Different refineries use different “Anti-Valve Seat
Recession” (AVSR) additive technology. They all
provide valve seat protection for engines operating
under normal, or light load. However, if an engine is
operated under severe conditions (such as heavy
load, or high RPM), the level of protection is
inadequate and therefore additional additive is
required. This poses another problem in that one
should not mix different additives in their petrol, but of
course they have no way of knowing what the refinery
has used.
2) How long will LRP be available?
Government is keen to see the older cars disappear
off our roads as they are not fitted with effective
pollution controls. Oil companies want LRP withdrawn
from the market, if for no other reason, to free-up
underground storage tanks at the service station sites
so that more sites can carry PULP. LRP will be gone
soon.

Benefits:
Reduces exhaust valve burning
Reduces valve seat recession
Lubricates hot valve seats
Helps to clean upper cylinder deposits
Provides better valve sealing
Reduces the likelihood of costly upper cylinder
repairs
1ml treats 1 litre (cost effective)
Reduces combustion chamber deposits
Will not harm catalytic converters or oxygen
sensors

Test

Result

Opel Kadet Valve Seat
Recession Test
M102E Intake Valve
Deposit Test
Peugeot 205 Gti Injector
Cleanliness Test

Completely halted valve seat
recession
Minimal deposit formation

Catalyst Durability Test

Within legislation limits

28 Car Field Test
Turbine Blade Cleanliness
Test

No adverse affect

Lower inlet valve deposits
Lower combustion chamber
deposits
No adverse affect on turbine
deposits, or turbo-charger function

Note: Most pre 1986 vehicles were designed to run
on leaded petrol with an octane rating of 97 RON.
Such vehicles will need to use PULP with Nulon LS.
Low compression engines may well be able to use
normal unleaded petrol plus Nulon LS (if the engine
pings with unleaded, switch to PULP).
Directions for Use:
Add to petrol tank immediately prior to, or after filling.
Add 1ml of LS per litre of petrol. For total valve and
valve seat protection, use with every fill of petrol.
(Note: Using higher treat levels for severe conditions
is not required).
Packaging:
50 ml bottle (24 bottles/carton) * Part No: LS50
500 ml bottle (12 bottles/carton) * Part No: LS500
1 litre bottle (6 bottles/carton)
* Part No: LS1

Nulon LS is not expensive, has been tested and
proven to protect valves and valve seats, and more
importantly, will be around for a long time to come.
Nulon LS puts the consumer in control of what goes
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